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We consider coupled plasma, electromagnetic, and spin waves in ferromagnetic semiconductors and in metals with magnetic anisotropy of the "easy axis" and "easy plane" type. We investigate the region of wave vectors k in which the spatial dispersion of the magnetic permeability tensor may be significant, but the spatial dispersion of the dielectric constant is weak
(the wavelength is much greater than the Larmor electron radius and the phase velocity of the
waves is much greater than the thermal or Fermi velocity of the electrons). The refractive indices of the waves are determined and the transparency regions are determined. We show that
coupled waves may possess anomalous dispersion (uncoupled spin waves and electromagnetic
waves in a plasma possess normal dispersion in the absence of space dispersion of the tensore:). The spectra-of coupled cyclotron and spin waves moving perpendicular to the magnetic
field are also determined in the case when the wavelength is of the order of the Larmor electron radius.

1. INTRODUCTION

w;:, wp, on one side, and the spin waves on the

As is well known, spin, electromagnetic and

other, is therefore negligibly small in metals.
However, in ferromagnetic semiconductors with a
small number of carriers, the plasma frequency
can be comparable to the ferromagnetic resonance
frequency. The interaction of electromagnetic
waves with spin waves propagating perpendicular
to an external magnetic field in such semiconductors was considered by Mendelson and Spector[ 41
for the case of weak spatial dispersion (krL « 1,
w/k » vT, rL = vTiwB, VT = v'T/m*-thermal velocity of electrons in the semiconductors).
We consider in this paper coupled spin, plasma,
and electromagnetic waves in ferromagnetic semiconductors and metals in a magnetic field, for arbitrary direction of field propagation, in the case
of long-wave oscillations (krL « 1) having in the
direction of the magnetic field a phase velocity
(vphll = w/k cos 8) considerably in excess of the
electron thermal velocity (in semiconductors) and
of the limiting Fermi velocity (in metals). We find
the refractive indices of the waves and determine
the transparency regions.
Near plasma (electrostatic) and ferromagnetic
(magneto-acoustic) resonance, when the refractive
index becomes very large, we took into account
the spatial dispersion due to the thermal motion of
the conduction electrons and to exchange magnetic
interaction. We also considered the propagation of

plasma oscillations in ferromagnetic semiconductors and metals can be strongly coupled. Couple\f
spin waves (magnons) and helical waves (helicons)
propagating in a ferromagnetic metal in the direction of an external magnetic field were first considered by Stern and Callen. [ 11 Blank[ 21 considered the connection between spin and helicoidal
waves in the case of an arbitrary direction with
(!)~(J)B,

krL~f,

ro/k~VF

(1.1)

(wB = eB/m*c-gyrofrequency, e and m* the
charge and the effective mass, rL the Larmor radius, and VF the limiting Fermi velocity of the
conduction electrons). Blank[ 21 also considered
the connection between spin waves and magnetohydrodynamic waves, existing when conditions
(1.1) are satisfied in metals with identical number
of electrons and holes. The authors of [al considered the propagation of coupled spin and electromagnetic waves under conditions of anomalous
skin effect (krL » 1).
In metals, the plasma frequency wp is much
larger than the gyrofrequency of the conduction
electrons and the frequency of the ferromagnetic
resonance. The coupling between plasma oscillations and electromagnetic waves with frequencies
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coupled spin and electron-cyclotron waves with a
finite Larmor radius (krL ~ 1) in semiconductors
and metals.
2. WAVES IN A MEDIUM WITHOUT SPATIAL
DISPERSION

The dielectric tensor (€ il0 and the permeability
tensor (Mk) for uniaxial ferromagnetic semiconductors and metals are
(e;k) =

(-80~e2 i::0 Bs~ ) , (!lilt) (_!;!12
~~0
0
=

g).

(2.1)

!12 = -

An~

(2.2)

-

(""\(""\ '
••••H

Formulas (2.4) are given for the case when a constant magnetic field H and the magnetic moment
M lie in the basal plane. The anisotropy axis is
directed along the y axis.
Using (2.1) we obtain for Maxwell's equations
a dispersion equation for the electromagnetic
waves:

!la

The 3-axis is directed here along the external
magnetic field H.
The components of the dielectric tensor are [ SJ

2
(J)

+ Bn + C =
2

(2.5)

0,

where A = Ae Am,

+ 83 cos2 e,
Am = 111 sin2 e cos 2 cp + 111' sin2 e sin2 cp + Jl3 cos 2 e,
B = - { ( 81 2 - 822) ( 111 sin2 e cos2 cp + 111' sin2 e sin2 cp) 113
+ 28283!12!13 cos2 e + 8!83[!-ts(!ll + !li') cos2 e
+ (!ll!li'- 1122) sin2 8]},
Ae = 81 sin2 e

(2.6)

where
Wpa= (4:n:noaea2 /ma*)'t.,

WBa=leaiBo/ma"c

are the Langmuir frequency and the gyrofrequency,
n 0a is the equilibrium density of the carrier with
charge ea and effective mass mb,, and
TJ a= ea/ lea I.

Expressions (2.2) are applicable in the case of
weak spatial dispersion of an electron gas, when
krL~1,

lw-nWBal~kvcose

(n.=0,1,2}

(e is the angle between the wave vector k and the
magnetic field H, v = vF for a degenerate electron
gas and v = VT for a Maxwellian electron velocity
distribution).
In the case of ferromagnets with "easy axis"
magnetic anisotropy the components of the tensor
ILik are[ 6 J
QQM
!11 = 1 - ro 2 _ g 2 ,
Q = gM (~

+ HIM),

QM())
1J.2 = ro 2 _ g 2 ,
QM = 4ngM,

>

0,

(2.3)

H is the constant magnetic field in the ferromagnet, directed along the easy-magnetization axis,
M is the saturation magnetic moment, and {3 is
the magnetic anisotropy constant.
For ferromagnets with anisotropy of the ''easy
plane" type we have[ 7 ]
())2-

Ill =

QQB

()) - ••••H
2

(""\{""\

''

n2

= [ -B + "VB 2 - 4AC] I 2A.

(2. 7)

Let us investigate the behavior of the refractive
index (2. 7) as a function of the frequency. For simplicity, we confine ourselves here to the case of
carriers of one species and omit the index a for
the quantities Wpa and WBa·
Ferromagnets with Magnetic Anisotropy
of the "Easy Axis" Type
1. We consider first waves in a ferromagnet
with magnetic anisotropy of the "easy axis" type
for e 0, 7r/2. In this case the refractive index
vanishes at points where C = 0. Using (2.2), (2.3),
and (2.6), we find that n 2 = 0 when w = wp, W±, w
where

*

Jls = 1,

g = e /2mc

Here n = kc/w is the refractive index, and cp the
azimuthal angle in the wave-vector space, measured from the x axis.
From the dispersion equation (2.6) it follows
that in the ferromagnet in question there can propagate two waves with given frequency w and refractive index defined by the relation

())±

=

+ 1/2WB + l 1/4roB2 + ())p 2,

c;; =

Q

+ QM.

(2.8)

The refractive index becomes infinite at A = 0.
From the equations Ae = 0 and Am = 0, using
(2.2) and (2.3), we find that the resonant frequencies are respectively equal to w = w1 2 and
w = wm, where
'

+

ro 21, 2 = 1/2{w1,2
ulB2 + [ (wp 2
Wm2 = Q(Q
QMsin 2 8}.

+

+ roB2) 2 -

4wp 2roB 2 cos 2 8]'1•},
(2.9)

INTERACTION OF PLASMA AND SPIN WAVES
The oscillations with frequencies w ~ Wt, 2 are
almost longitudinal: their electric-field component parallel to the wave vector err = k(e • k) /k 2
greatly exceeds the component e1 = k x [ex k]/ k 2,
so that the oscillations can be regarded as potential, e ~- 'Vcp.
Oscillations with frequency w ~ wm (spin wave)
are also almost longitudinal, for in this case
hrr = k(h· k)/k 2 is much larger than
h1 = k x [h x k] /k 2 and therefore such oscillations
can be regarded as magnetostatic, h ~ -'Vcp.
It is obvious that the inequalities wm <
and
w_ < wp < w1 < w+ apply. The frequency of the
plasma oscillations, w2, which is always smaller
than the Langmuir frequency wp, can be either
larger or smaller than the frequency w_. We note
that the sign of the product AC in (2. 7) coincides
with the sign of the quantity

/I!

!jr

'J :

X { (t)

-

W+) {(t)

-

Wm)

{w-

Wp)

b

n2

w

(w- w1) {w- w2) {w-
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FIG. 1

Since the electron effective mass m* does not coincide, generally speaking, with the mass of the
free electron, the frequency WB can in the general
case be either larger or smaller than wm or w.
When w- 0 the expressions (2. 7) for the refractive index simplify to

n2=±

Wp 2

wws cos 8 ( cos 2 8

!J.o

+ r.-to sin

2

8) 'h

,

(2.10)

where /lo = 1 + fZM/fZ is the static magnetic permeability (we have used here formulas (2.2) and
(2. 3)). Thus, in the region of low frequency
(w « wB, wm) only one wave (helicon) can propagate_!>
The solid line and the dashed lines in Fig. 1, a
show schematically the refractive index as a function of the frequency for those cases (which differ
in the possible arrangement of the zeroes of n2
relative to the poles of n 2) when there is at least
one zero to the left of the second pole of n 2•
If the zeroes of the refractive index lie to the
right of the second pole, then the behavior of n2 is
that shown schematically in Fig. 1, b. Two cases
are then possible: in the first case, there is only
one zero of n2 to the right of the largest pole of
n 2• in the second case, two zeroes are possible.
.
In ' the first case the plots of n 2 are drawn sohd,

and in the second the plot of the branch of the oscillations passing through the point 1' is drawn
dashed.
In the frequency interval w' < w < w" wave
propagation is impossible, since the square of the
refractive index is complex. The transparency
regions where n 2 > 0 and the number of propagating waves can be easily determined by using Figs.
1 a and b with account taken of the inequalities
'
'
presented
above
for the characteristic frequencies.
Corresponding to the given wave vector ~ are
five different values of the frequency w = w1 (k, e)
(we recall that when e 0, 1f /2 only four oscillation branches exist in a plasma with 111 =Ill = 1,
11 2 = 0). The behavior of the natural frequencies
w(i) as functions of the wave vector is shown in
Figs. 2 a and b, which correspond to Figs. 1,
a and
The frequencies w<1> and w< 2 > approach

*

b.

b

1 >Formula (2.10) can be obtained from expression (10) of[2 ],

if we neglect there the value of w compared with 0 - wm. For
waves with frequencies w- n the expression (10) from [ 2 ] can
be used only for m* << m, when Q << WB, since this expression
was obtained under the assumption that w << Wa·

0

0

FIG. 2
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the values of w<U, <2> = kc with increasing k; the
frequency w< 3 > tends with increasing k to the
larger of the frequencies w1 and wm; the frequency w< 5> approaches with increasing k the
smaller of the frequencies w2 and wm; finally,
w< 4 > tends with increasing k to the mean value of
the three resonant frequencies Wto w2, and wm.
We see from Fig. 2, b that the frequency
w = ww decreases with increasing k in the region k < k*. These oscillations have an anomalous
dispersion, the angle between the phase and group
velocities being larger than Jr/2.
2. We now consider the propagation of waves
along the magnetic field H ( e = 0). In this case
the dispersion equation (2. 5) breaks up into three
equations:
8s = 0,

n2 =

that for a given k there exist three different
branches of oscillations with frequencies w = wi(k),
the dependence of which on the wave vector is
shown schematically in Figs. 4, a and b. The refractive index (2.12) vanishes when w = w+ and
w= Q + QM; n 2 = oo when w = WB and w = Q. With
increasing wave vector k, the frequencies wi(k)
tend respectively to
ro<1>-+ kc,

ro<2>-+ max ( WB, Q),

ro<3>-+ min (rom, Q).

The frequency w< 2 > (k) at max (w+, Q + QM)
> min(wB, Q) (see Fig. 4, b) decreases with increasing k; the phase and group velocities for
this wave are directed opposite each other.
a

wtil

(81 + 82) (J.ti + J.t2),

(2.11)
The first of these equations determines the frequency of the plasma oscillations w = Wp (see
(2.2)). The second equation of (2.11) can be rewritten by using formulas (2.2) and (2.3) in the
form
0

0

n2= Q+QM+ro [1-----rop2 - ] .
Q+ro
ro(ro+roB)

FIG. 4

This equation determines the originary electromagnetic wave with frequency w = w(k) > Wm·
Substituting in lieu of E 1o E 2, and f.J.to f.J. 2 the values in accord with formulas (2.2) and (2.3), we
represent the third equation in (2.11) in the form
(2.12)

Thus, when e = 0 there are five branches of
oscillation, the first of which corresponds to the
plasma wave, the second to the ordinary wave, and
the remaining three to the extraordinary and spin
waves.
3. When e = 7r/2, Eq. (2.5) breaks up into two
equations:

The possible behavior of the refractive index, den 2 = (81 2 - 822) I 81, n 2 = 8s(J.t12 - J.t22) I Jli· (2.13)
fined by this equation as a function of the frequency,
The first of these equations determines the refracis shown schematically in Fig. 3, a and b.
From (2.12) we can obtain also the frequency w tive index of the extraordinary electromagnetic
wave in a plasma, and does not depend on the magas a function of the wave vector k. We can show
netic properties of the medium: for a given k this
equation has two different solutions w(k).
nt
b
n2
a
The second equation of (2.13), corresponding
when f.J.t = 1 and f.J. 2 = 0 to the ordinary wave in the
plasma, is

Ui

\)1

I
I

I
I

w

n2

I

~n~II

I
I
I
I

FIG. 3

I

Q2+ QMQ- ro2
( Q + QM) 2 - wz

Wp2

= 1--.
w2

(2.14)

Equation (2.14), which was considered by Mendelson and Spector, [ 41 determines the frequencies
of two oscillation modes.
Thus, when e = 1r /2 there are four different
oscillation modes.

INTERACTION OF

PLASMA AND

Ferromagnets with Magnetic Anisotropy
of the "Easy Plane" Type

W2 -

(2.15)
while the poles of n2 are located at the point
w = w1 , 2 and
w2 = wm2 = QQH + QM(Q cos 2 cp+ QH sin2 cp)sin28.
(2.16)
As w --. 0 (region of helicon waves) we obtain
from (2. 7), using (2.2) and (2.4), the following expression for the refractive index

= +
-

Wp2
WWB COS

[ QB(Q

8

+ QM) Jt''.

Wm2

w2 -- ( Q

The zeroes of n 2 are located at the points w = w±
and w =
where
is determined by (2.15); the
poles of n 2 correspond to the points w = 0,
w = wB, and
= Wm = QQH <
3. If e = 1r /2 and cp = 1r /2, then (2. 5) breaks up
into two equations:

w

w.

n2(jj2-QH(Q+QM) = 1- Wp2
w2 -(Q+QH)QB
w2

(2.19)

Ae'

(Q +

QM)QB,

=

Ae- (kvr I w)2b,

2 [
_P_

w

w2

3 cos 4 8 + cos 2 8 sin 2 8

+ 3 sin4 8

(3.1)

Q(Q + QM)-+ QH(Q +

QM).

Thus, when e = 1r /2 and cp = 1r /2 there are four
oscillation modes.
4. If e = 1r /2 and cp = 0, then (2. 5) again breaks

+

6w 6 - 3w 4 wB 2 w2wB 2
( 2
2) 3
W

w• ,

(w 2 - WB 2) (w--4wB 2)

-

WB

J.

Expression (3.1) is valid when krL « 1, w/k » vT,
and w is not close to WB or 2wB·
When account is taken of the spatial dispersion,
the permeability of a ferromagnet is again determined by formulas (2.3) and (2.4) but Q,QH must
be replaced by Qk,QHk:
Qk

=

Q

+ Jk

2,

QHk

=

QH

+ Jk

(3.2)

2,

where I is the exchange integral, whose order of
magnitude is
I~ TKa 2 I h ~ 10-2 sec- 1 · cm 2

(Tc is the Curie temperature of the ferromagnet,
Tc ~ 10 3 oK; a is the lattice constant, a~ 10- 8 em,
and ti is Planck's constant). Consequently, the additions to the frequency Q, due to spatial dispersion, are of the order of QM when k ~ 10 6 cm- 1•
The dispersion equation near the frequency
w = w1 2 or w = wm is

'

[Ae- (kvr I w)2b]Am(w, k)

and the first equation of (2.13). Equation (2.19) is
similar to (2.14), provided all the following substitutions are made in (2.14):
(Q + QM)2-+

(2.20)

'

Near the frequencies w = w1, 2 and w = Wm the
refractive index, as shown in the preceding section, becomes very large, so that in this case the
spatial dispersion of the medium can become significant. Allowance for the spatial dispersion of
the dielectric constant, due to the thermal motion
of electrons, leads [ 5 J to the replacement of the coefficient Ae in the dispersion equation (2. 5) by
A€:

(2.18)

w

w2

3. COUPLED ELECTROSTATIC AND SPIN
OSCILLATIONS

b =

+ ~-tt') + 2e21-t2] n 2

w,

Wp 2

1---

which is also analogous to (2.14).

(2.17)

w

[ e1 (I-tt

QQB
+ QH) QB =

n2 ----'--

where vT is the thermal velocity of electrons and

Since the frequency wm(k) of the magnetostatic
oscillations (2.16) is always smaller than the frequency
(2.15), the case under consideration,
that of ferromagnets with anisotropy of the "easy
plane'' type, is analogous to the case of ferro magnets with "easy axis" anisotropy. The behavior of
the refractive indices as a function of the frequency and of the natural frequencies as functions
of the wave vector are illustrated by the plots in
Figs. 1 and 2.
2. When e = 0, Eq. (2.5) breaks up into two
equations: E 3 = 0 and
n4 -

387

up into the first equation of (2.13) and the equation

1. We now proceed to study electromagnetic
waves in ferromagnetic media with anisotropy of
the "easy plane" type.
Let us consider the propagation of electromagnetic waves at e -=F 0 and e -=F 1r /2. Using formulas
(2. 7), (2.2), and (2.4), we can readily show that in
this case the expressions for the refractive index
vanish at the points w = wp, w = w±, and

n2

SPIN WAVES

+ B(w, k)n-

2

= 0.

(3.3)

The values of Ae(w) and Am(w, k) in accord with
(2.6) and (2.2)-(2.4), are
Ae(w)

=

Am(W, k)

(w 2 - Wt2) (w 2 - W22)

=

[w 2 -- Wm2(k)]

I w2(w 2 -

WB 2),

I [w 2 - Qt(k)],

where the frequencies w1 2 are determined by formulas (2.9), and the freq~encies wm(k) by for-
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mulas (2.9) and (2.16). Q 1 = Qk in the case of ferromagnets with magnetic anisotropy of the "easy
axis" type, and n 1 = (QkQHk) 1/ 2 in the case of
anisotropy of the ''light axis'' type. In ( 3. 3) we
have left out the small term C /n 4 , since we are
interested in a solution of the dispersion equation
in the region where
n2 = c2k2 I w2 ~ 1.

The frequencies of electrostatic (plasma) oscillations, determined from Ae(w) - (kvT/w) 2b = 0,
are equal to w = 1, 2 , where

w

W'j=Wj[t+

(k~;Ya.(wj)b(wj)],

Ue(Wj) =

lw}-wB 2 1
2(w!2-W22)

W

~12 [1'

(3.5)

B(w1,2)
] ,
aen 2Am ( W1,2)

= Wm(k) [ 1-

~~w()
) J,
e Wm

(3.6)

Umn

where
am= Wm(dAm I dw)"'="'m"

For ferromagnets with "easy axis" and "easy
plane" anisotropy, the coefficients O'm are respectively

From (3.5) and (3.6) it follows that the corrections to the frequencies ~Bjn2 , which take into account the coupling of the oscillations, become significant when 1, 2 ~ wm· However, when 1 , 2
- wm the formulas (3.5) and (3.6) can no longer
be used.
For 1 , 2 ~ Wm we seek a solution of (3.3) in
the form

w

w

where
sion

IoI «

(j=1,2),

1. We then obtain for

o the

(3.7)

expres-

]' '} . (3.8)
Formulas (3. 7) and (3.8) determine the frequencies
of the coupled electrostatic and magnetostatic oscillations. With increasing difference IWm jI
the expression (3. 7) goes over into (3.5) and (3.6).
When Wj = wm and Wp ~ WB ~ wm we obtain
o ~ w/kc « 1. The behavior of the frequencies of
the coupled electrostatic and magnetostatic oscillations is shown schematically in Fig. 5.

w

(3.4)

-----c-

( j = 1, 2) and frequencies Wj are determined by
formula(2.9). With increasing wave vector, the resonance frequencies Wj increase if b(wj) >0, and
decrease if b(wj) < 0.
The frequencies of the magnetostatic oscillations (spin waves) determined from the equation
Am(w, k) = 0, are determined as before by formulas (2.9) and (2.16), in which Q,QH must be replaced by Qk,QHk· wm(k) increases with increasing wave vector; in the region Ik 2 » QM the frequency wm is proportional to k 2•
If w1, 2 and wm are not close to each other,
then we can readily obtain from (3.3) with w ~ w1 2
'
or w ~ wm the following expressions for the oscillation frequencies:
w=

ul=z;j(1+6)

w

--------------~k

FIG. 5

4. INTERACTION OF SPIN AND CYCLOTRON
WAVES
It is well known (see, for example, [Bl), that
when e = 1T /2 there can propagate in the plasma,
taking into account the finite magnitude of the
Larmor radius of the electrons, electromagnetic
waves with frequencies that come close when krL
« 1 or krL » 1 to values that are multiples of
the electron gyrofrequencies (electron cyclotron
waves). Such waves exist in ordinary metals.
In ferromagnetic semiconductors and metals,
the frequency of the spin waves wm(k) can be
close to the frequencies of the cyclotron waves. In
this case the spectra of the cyclotron and spin
waves change significantly.
We confine ourselves to an examination of ferromagnets with magnetic anisotropy of the ''easy
axis" type, when the constant magnetic field is
parallel to the anisotropy axis. The magnetic permeability tensor, with account of spatial dispersion, is determined in this case by formulas (2.3),
in which Q should be replaced by Qk (see (3.2)).
If the equilibrium velocity distribution function
is isotropic, then the dielectric tensor takes the
form[ 51
~ (w, k) = ( -

0)

e1
ie 2
ie2 e/ 0
0
0 e3

(4.1)

(we recall that we are considering waves propagating perpendicular to the constant magnetic field

INTERACTION OF
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H, that is, e = rr/2). Using formulas (4.1), (2.3)
and Maxwell's equations, we can readily obtain the
following dispersion equations:
e 1e / - ez2 - e1n 2 = 0,

2 Wm2(k)- w2
eJ-n (Q~t+R~r)2-w2 =0.

(4.2)
(4.3)

The first of these equations describes electromagnetic waves that are not coupled to spin waves,
while the second describes coupled spin and cyclotron waves. Let us examine the latter in greater
detail.
In accordance with l 5 J, the quantity E 3(w, k) is
defined by the formula

SPIN WAVES

lwn <WI< Qk + QM,
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Qk + QM < wn <

(l + 1)wn;

in the intervals Z'wB < w < (Z' + 1)wB, where
l' l ( Z, Z' are integers 2>), there is one solution
each.
Explicit expressions for the frequency w(k),
which are solutions of the dispersion equation ( 4. 3),
can be obtained only in certain particular cases.
Let us consider first ferromagnetic metals. In this
case Eq. ( 4. 3) is conveniently rewritten in the form

*

wz

""
[ ao+2 ~

(

a1w2
---+~2 _VA
(lw)2
Wp 2
VF

l=l W 2 -

X[(Qh+QM)2-w 2]

)zl
_

-QM(Q+QM)~ 2 (

::

( 4. 7)

l

For semiconductors with Maxwellian particle
velocity distribution, the values of az arel 5 J
az=e-'SJz(£),

s= (kvr/wn)2,

(4.5)

where Iz(O is a modified Bessel function.
For metals we have
:rt/2

a1 =

~

df} sin it cos 2 it{ ]z' 2 (~ sin it)

0

+ (3 \

--

.~· ·~ 2 --)
N ( ~ sin it) lf ,
2

~2

sm it

(4.6)

where j3 = kvFI WB, and Jz are Bessel functions.
Knowing the frequency dependence of E 3 (w, k),
which is defined by (4.4), we can readily obtain by
a graphic method a solution of (4. 3) for the general
case. Figure 6 shows schematically a plot of the
functions E 3 (w) and
c2k2

I= 7

Wm2(k)- w2
(Qk +QM) 2

-

where v = B2/4rrn0m is the Alfven velocity. Since
the electron velocity in metals is large
(no~ 10 22 cm- 3 ), at not too large fields
B(B 10 6 G) we have the inequality v A« vF. In
other words, the coupling between magnetic and
cyclotron waves in metals is proportional to the
small parameter (vA/vF) 2 •
If, in addition, the following inequality is satisfied
~ 2 = I(VFk I WB) 2 ~ 1,

:s

then the solutions of the dispersion equation (4. 7)
are of the form
Wt=lwB(1-az(k)),

w.=Qk+QM

(4.8)

(we take into account here the fact that ao ~ 1 and
az « 1).
If the spin-wave frequency ws = Qk + QM approaches the cyclotron-wave frequency wz(k)' then
account must be taken of the interaction of these
waves, and we have in this case

w2'

The points of intersection 1, 2, ... correspond to
solutions of equation (4.3). From Fig. 5 we see
that in the frequency interval WB < Qk + QM
< ( l + 1) WB there exist two solutions lying in the
intervals

r=O,

w=wt(k)(1-M,

wz~Ws,

where
1 {( -Ws- - 1 )
~=--;--

2

/'(wz)= _

+

Wz

2
-Ws- - 1 )
Wt

__!:_(3 22
dw

[(

Wp

,

( 4.9)

e3 (w,k)).
,

We now consider ferromagnetic conductors with
a small number of carriers when v
vj_,
(B</4rrn 0 m » T). The dispersion equation (4.3) is
represented in this case in the form

A»

FIG. 6

2 )For nonmagnetic media when p. 1 = 1 and p. 2 = 0 in all intervals lw 8 < w < (l + 1 )w 8 there is only one solution each.
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+ [ Ulm _
-

+

(VA )

VT

s=

zWB

(Qk + QM) 2 - Wm2 _

zr:bWm2

2 SQk(Qk+QM)-w 2 =O
1
(Qk+QM) 2 -w 2

(

(vTk I wB) 2.

(4.10)

If the wave vector k is not too small, so that
(vA/VT) 2 ~ » 1, then one of the solutions of the dispersion equation will be
W=Wm(k)

]2
1

=l"Qk(Qk+QM).

+ (__!l!:_)
VA

VT

~

2

l'f,

Y_ ,

)2 ~6~1.

Formulas ( 4.11) and ( 4.12) determine the frequencies of coupled spin and cyclotron waves in semiconductors with low electron density.
In conclusion we note that the analysis presented above can be readily generalized for the
case of carriers of several species.

Cyclotron waves correspond to solutions of the
dispersion equation (4.10) in the form
(4.11)
where

These expressions can be used when wm(k) are
not too close to lwB. If wm is sufficiently close
to l WB, then the root of ( 4.10) takes the form
(4.12)
where
1 {( Ulm- 1 ) + [( Wm
III=-·
- 1 )2
2

lWB

\ lWB

+ ( -VT

)2 y ]'''} ,
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